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March 24, 1983: Enigma
In the absence of a more satisfactory answer, I should sue the bastards. He reacted entirely differently from
what I expected. Instead of being sympathetic or miserable or hurt, he was furious and outraged. In my
psychologically rattled state, I sought to identify the heinous defect in me that had prevented my making the grade
required of a partner. Less rattled than I, he wanted to know what was wron  with the process by which Price
Waterhouse had come to such a remarkably bad business decision. I felt a little better. My husband, Thomas Peter
Gallagher, was a fierce, fuzzy redhead when he was angry.
On the last Friday in April of 1983, Ann B. Hopkins would be among the missing on this year s list of new
partners. To make matters worse, I could offer no explanation. My normally unshakable confidence had been
destroyed. All afternoon I had wondered how would I tell my husband, friends and colleagues. Five years of long
hours, hard work and remarkable results were down the tubes. I was humiliated and embarrassed at the prospect of
telling anyone what happened.
hat little I knew, I had told Thomas Peter when he got home. An urgent telephone message from Lew
Krulwich, one of the partners in the Office of Government Services, was impaled on a message spike prominently
positioned front and center on my desk when I returned to my office in Rosslyn from a meeting with client staff. Lew
wanted to meet me in his office downtown, immediately. Ominous. In the three years since I started working with
my client, the Department of State, Lew and I had had little business in common. Furthermore, I had never known
anything to he urgent to Lew. My stomach queezed irregularly in the cab ride from Rosslyn to downtown. When I
got to Lew’s office he gravely issued me to his small, round conference table, closed the door and sat down beside
me.
My anxiety was well founded. I was on hold. Partnership was out of the question this year. I was in shock.
Although the cab trip from Rosslyn had  iven me a few minutes to prepare for the worst, I still fought back a tearful
break down. Lew was only slightly less upset about the decision than I was. The firm’s senior partner, Joe Connor
had called Tom Beyer, the partner in charge of OGS, in the Cayman Islands where he was on vacation. All Lew knew
was what Tom Beyer had relayed to him: apparently I had consistently irritated senior partners of the firm.
Together, Lew and I tried to figure out who were these partners that I had irritated. We were unable to
identify any senior partners that I ever remembered meeting. Lew told me that Joe Connor wanted to explain the
situation to me personally. I should schedule a trip to New York to discuss the details with Joe.
Tom Beyer returned from vacation the following Monday. All he seemed to know was that I had consistently
irritated stron  partners of the firm. We could identify a few stron  partners, but were unable to fi ure out how the
ones I might have met could have been so irritated. We went over all the same ground that Lew and I had covered
the previous week. Nothing had changed. I was held for reasons unknown. I had no notion of what to do to fix
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problems we were u able to pinpoint. Joe Connor had asked that I come to New York to discuss my status   he must
know the answers.
The shuttle flight to New York was normally an unpleasant experience. That  loomy morning in early April
it was down right depressing. I took an equally depressing cab ride to the National Office on the Avenue of the
Americas.  hile the elevator ascended into the hei hts, I concentrated on holding my head up and standing straight.
I was the prince who had been converted to a frog. As I was escorted to the office of the senior partner of one of the
ost prominent partnerships in the world, I hoped I could avoid meetin  anyone I knew.
The office was much smaller than I expected. A stand alone, structural pillar cut off access to the window
around one side of his desk. A water stain streaked down the pillar. I wondered what maintenance malfunction had
prevented it from being repainted. He was pleasant, but there was no warmth about him, as he su med up the
paperwork. In the evaluation process any partner who had worked with a candidate for more than 1001 hours was
required to record a vote, comments and other information on a lengthy form, referred to simply as a lon  form. Any
partner with any exposure at all to a candidate could comment and vote or abstain on a much abbreviated short form.
I had six votes recorded on long forms: three yes votes, two hold votes, and one no vote.
He neglected to offer who voted how and I refrained from asking. The long form no vote, he said, had been
discounted because that vote had been cast by a partner who almost always voted no. By Joe s analysis, three yes
votes represented strong support.
My downfall had been tie result of negative votes and comments on the 26 short forms where the score was
10 yes, 7 no, 1 hold, and 8 insufficient information.  ithout comment or attribution, he read the remarks made by
partners on the short forms. The august circumstances and my general state of depression prevented me from reaching
into my briefcase, whipping out a pad and pencil and taking notes. That seemed impolitic. I listened in horror as
I heard my social skills, leadership, technical ability, and e en my integrity assaulted.
Fortunately, my mind usually sorts throu h information and organizes it into categories ranked from most to
least important. The inte rity question instantly registered as an elephant among gnats. In context, I recognized the
author as John Fridley, one the St. Louis partners. Unfortunately, Fridley s no vote supported by his comments
questioning my integrity was one of the last few on the list of 26 sets of short form comments. I instantly forgot most
of the comments that preceded it.
There was no point in debatin  various partners’ views of my personality or social skills. Inte rity questions,
however, had to be dealt with. I told Joe that Fridley had a distorted view of the facts. Lew Krulwich, not I, had set
the time recordin  and billing practices that were at the heart of the integrity issue on that ancient Bureau of Indian
Affairs engagement. Furthermore, Lew had straightened out whatever problems he had created and I was certain that
he would assume the responsibility for his actions. Joe said that my integrity was not in question. I was left with
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the impression that Lew had somehow  ealt with it when someone named Roger Marcellin was in Washi gton inter¬
viewing the OGS partners about their candidates.
Joe wanted to know what had happened in St. Louis. He seemed genuinely interested when I summarized
the events of the previous July and August in a few sentences.  e wrote a proposal. It was hard. We won. He said
nothing.
He asked for my views on how I related to my staff. He again showed interest but made no com ent when
I explained that I saw no problems: bad staff mana ement usually had some adverse effect on performance which,
in turn, resulted in client dissatisfaction. There were no indications of client dissatisfaction now, nor had there ever
been any.
To preserve my sanity, I needed a plan of action to fix whatever problems there were. I asked Joe what I had
to do to make partner in the next year. The answer I got sounded like: keep up the good work, do another quality
control review and avoid getting any negative comments. The meeting was over. It lasted less than an hour. Joe had
provided no answers or explanations, or if he had, I failed to hear them.
Back in Washington, I later reviewed my recollections of the Connor meeting with both Tom and Lew. Most
of the details, however, were lost, suppressed by my concern with the integrity question.
"When you stand naked under the shower Gilbert, all you have on is your integrity," I once said to my son
as part of an effort to persuade him that it was more important to tell the truth than it was to look like a hero in the
eyes of his peers. To the extent that I was ever successful in dealing with clients, staff or, for that matter children,
it was attributable to integrity more than to infallibility.
I told Lew that if Fridley s concerns were still a problem, then I would like to know about it and I wanted
to be sure that Lew either had fixed it or would fix it. Lew assured me that at least my integrity was in tact.
Integrity
He was bald and tried to cover it up by growing the hair on one side of his head very long, combing it up
in an arch over the bald top and down until it mingled with the hair on the other side. Something greasy looking kept
the hair from falling out of place. That was John Fridley. From what he wrote on the short form, he seemed to
believe I was a liar. The issue went back more than three years2.
"Project Integrity" was the name given by the Department of the Interior to the first project I worked on at
Price  aterhouse in 1978. The General Accounting Office had written a report critical of some financial practices
at Interior related to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and had recommended improvements. Interior asked for proposals
from the private sector to help implement the GAO recommendations.
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For what seemed like months after I joined the firm in August did nothing because I was scheduled
to be assigned to Integrity if and when the contract was awarded. The fifteen or twenty people in my office were all
waiting and hoping the job would be awarded to us.
We had proposed to formulate requirements for an improved financial system in return for $200 thousand.
That was a big deal at a time when, firmwide, $50 thousand was considered to be a large engagement. Like most
projects done for govern ent. Integrity was bid at hourly rates that were heavily discounted, typically 40% or more.
The firm could, however, manage quite profitably, even at 60% of standard billing rates.
A tall, lanky, affable fellow named Tom Colberg who had worked for the Office of Management and Bud et
before he joined Price  aterhouse wrote our proposal for Integrity shortly before I arrived. The responsible partner
was Lew Krulwich, who like Tom had worked at 0MB.
Lew was quite a bit shorter than I, bald with a neatly groomed, monk like fringe of hair around the sides and
back of his head. He was slender almost to the point of looking frail. The apparent frailty was deceptive, however,
for he had a reputation as a wicked tennis player. Lew was a quiet, thoughtful man who seemed to worry a lot,
especially about the well being of his people, the people who worked for him.
Tom and I were ecstatic when we won   he because the sale would look good in his file, and I because the
project was my ticket out of boredom. The work required that we interview key mana ers at Interior and the Bureau
in Washington and in Albuquerque.  e also had to interview representatives of the Indian tribes that the Bureau
served all over the West. Tom and a woman named Pat Bowman did most of the work in Washington. I did most
of the work out West. When the interviews were finished, we analyzed what we learned or collected in the interview
process and wrote a report. For the duration of Integrity I worked for Tom Colberg.
While we worked on Inte rity, Tom and I met a number of managers at Interior and the Bureau who had other
problems they wanted us to solve. As Integrity wound down, Tom and I wrote proposals to help them. By the time
Integrity ended in the spring of 1979, Tom had sold a $50 thousand follow on project to keep him and Pat busy. I
had sold another  200 thousand project, which I was scheduled to manage. Interior made changes to the Integrity
contract to authorize us to do the follow on projects, all of which were subject to the same billing rates as Integrity.
Although the firm could be profitable at discounted government rates, my office had to be extremely careful
if we used staff from other offices because we normally lost a little money on every hour char ed to a job by other
office staff. The firm s accounting system was the villain. Even though my office could only bill the government at
60% of rates, the accounting system automatically charged it for all other office staff at 70% of the standard rate.
It then transferred the money to the other office.
Under the best of circumstances, the overall effect of the variance between rates was to export profits,
amounting to about 10%, from my office to the other office. Furthermore, the accounting system was unconcerned
if my office was unable to bill the government for the time other office staff char ed to the job. It automatically
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exported 70% of the full billing rate for unbilled or unbillable hours. Under those circumstances, my office could
loose more than a little money, it could loose a lot of money.
The villainous accounting s stem was no problem on Inte rity or on Tom s follow on project. Other than an
occasional expert brought in from another office for a few hours, those projects were done entirely with OGS staff and
mostly in Washin ton. All the work on my follow on project, however, had to he done at a data processing center m
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The project budget could ill afford the travel costs of two or three consultants from OGS
workin  full time in Albuquerque. Furthermore, OGS s small staff was hooked solid on other jobs. My project had
to be done with staff from other offices.
The cesarian section to deliver my younger son was scheduled at about the sa e time the project was to start.
My obstetrician advised against my flying out  est to start the job, not because of my advanced state of pregnancy,
but because of the less than remote possibility that I could go into labor or develop a pregnancy related complication
in Albuquerque or en route between there and Washington. Thomas Peter and I had enough difficulty managing two
children in Washington without havin  another one arrive somewhere over the midwest.
When I took the obstetrician’s advice, Lew selected a senior manager named John Lawrence McClure3 to
start the job in my absence. He also negotiated with the partners in Houston and Denver for a consultant from each
office to do the staff work. Bill Devaney, the partner in charge of the Houston consulting practice, assi ned a
consultant named Linda Pegues to work for John L on the project. Denver assigned a manager named A1 Liljekrans.
Lew, John L, A1 and Linda got the project set up and started work while I was in the hospital.
A couple of weeks after my newborn son and I were released, I went back to work. Two or three weeks after
that, I began commutin  to Albuquerque two, occasionally three, days each week to manage the job. I usually flew
out early Thursday morning and took a late afte  oon fli ht back on Friday. Time recording policies and practices
were set up and running by the time that I made the transition and replaced John L.
We only billed Interior for eight hours per day, so by established project policy we only charged eight hours
per day to the project accounting code. That minimized the amount of profits exported to Houston and Denver. It
was a fairly common policy in OGS. Staff on out of town assignments, however, frequently, if not usually, worked way
in excess of eight hours per day, ten or more was typical. There were two reasons for the long hours. First, there were
few diversions. Second, the quicker the job got down, the faster the staff got home.
The controversy over my personal inte rity centered on Linda Pe ues. Linda was tall, a lot taller than my
five feet seven inches. She was a slender woman in her early twenties with flaming red hair and a southern accent
that announced she was from Texas. She was always in a good mood. I laughed frequently when she was around
because she had a well developed sense of hu or. She worked very hard and expected other members on the team
to do the same.
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She was fiercely outspoken on some issues. Late in the project time table, A1 left the project. An OGS
consultant named Bob Caplan who was not billable to a client, was assigned to Albuquerque. It was wrong. Th
reason Bob was not billable was because his experience was in health care and related services and there was a major
slu p in the firm s practice in that area. He was about as appropriate for Albuquerque as a medical technician was
to run a computer room. His performance ratings were mediocre to bad. I had objected to his assignment, to no avail.
Less than a week passed before the phone rang on my desk in Washington and an irate Linda explained that Bob was
only in the office from nine to five and it was not clear that he did anything when he was there. Linda was putting
in long hours; she expected Bob to do the same and she was not reluctant to tell me so.
She was timid on other issues. Had there been a Bill Devaney fan club, it would most likely have excluded
Linda. She once recounted what took place at a dinner held at a posh country club in ffSTSf Sn one of the
weekends that she had gone home to Houston. Dinner was nicely served complete with appropriate speeches. After
dinner, the partners, lead by Bill Devaney and followed by most of the male staff, which was almost all of the staff,
retired to a men’s bar for cognac. Linda was left high and dry and out of the men’s bar. Although she wanted to join
the rest of the staff, she thought better of it and went home.
Linda loved working with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and she loved Albuquerque. After the project ended
she decided to lea e the firm to take another job in Albuquerque. Before she left she sought to be paid for all her
overtime on my project and so advised Bill Devaney. With some justification, he hit the roof. He fired off a nasty
memo to Lew in which he expressed his displeasure and demanded that Lew transfer money to the Houston office
to cover the overtime costs.
Lew discussed the memo with me. I was more than a little surprised because I was unaware that Lmda was
even entitled to overtime. However, the four or five hundred overtime hours in question seemed in line with what
I had observed and I recommended that we pay the Houston office for them. I also advised Lew that there was no
chance of recovering the costs from Interior. I thought that was the end of the matter.
In the summer of 1980, almost a year later, John Fridley, who was then up for partner out of the St. Loms
office, was part of a quality control review team that came to OGS to review files of working papers. He reviewed the
files on the Albuquerque project. In response to questions about the financial status of the project, I told him that
everythin  had been fine. The project spent, billed and collected what it budgeted. Fridley was skeptical when he
raised the Pegues overtime issue. He believed that I was trying to cover up a financial error on my part. I told him
to discuss it with Lew. I never considered Lew’s dealings with Bill Devaney over Linda’s overtime to be part of the
project. They took place weeks after the job was over and Lew and I never discussed the final outcome.
In December of 1982, Fridley voted no. He had worked with me too little to complete a long form. The
comments that he recorded on the short form, however, ran far longer than any of the long form comments. His
comments alone accounted for one full page out of the four pages of short form comments that Joe Connor read to me.
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He questioned the honesty with which I answered his questions. He questioned my staff management methods related
to Linda Pegues. Half of his comments condemned my integrity and accused me of abusing Linda, the other half
carried the abuse of Linda forward and generalized it to the staff in St. Louis.
That Christmas, I got a Christmas card from Linda Pegues, as I had the two years before. In 1982 John
Fridley transferred from St. Louis to Atlanta. He left the firm in 1990*. Lew Krulwich is the partner in charge of
consulting in the regional office that includes New York City.
St. Louis
Washington, DC is close to unbearable in the summer. Whole neighborhoods that cling to the hills that drop
into the Potomac River were originally built as summer cottages where residents of the city could go to escape the
heat. The city all but closes down in August. The reason sometimes given for the close down is the fact that Cong¬
ress is in recess, but I believe the real reason is related to the unbearable heat and humidity. Not having been in
St. Louis at any time in my adult life, I was naively looking forward to spending some time in St. Louis as a means
to escape the DC heat.
The proposal for the real estate management system that Tom Beyer and I had recently sub itted to the State
Department was still under consideration by State. I was unassigned and available for short term assi nment as long
as the proposal was outstanding. Lew Krulwich, in Washington, and other partners in St. Louis were simultaneously
considering a request for proposals that had been issued by the Washington staff of a federal agency with major field
operations in St. Louis.
The field office wanted a contractor to support a big system design and development effort, with most of the
early work to be done in St. Louis. The contractor would be paid on a cost plus incentive fee basis. That meant that
the contractor could recover its allowable costs plus a variable profit, expressed as percentage of costs. The variability
of the profit would be a function of how the federal agency evaluated the performance of the contractor - good
performance would result in higher profit, bad performance could result in no profit at all.
Of all the managers in OGS, I best understood the federal rules and regulations, knew how to fill out most
of the federally required forms and understood the firm s  overnment cost structure. I knew how to manage the
logistics required to get the required volumes, in the required numbers, to the right places by the prescribed time.
I knew the stren ths and weaknesses of the optional bidding strategies that could be used by the firm or, for that
matter, by the competition.
When he asked me to go to St. Louis to manage the proposal effort, Lew told me that working in St. Louis
would be an opportunity for exposure to partners outside of OGS. St. Louis had three consulting partners, Tim Coffey,
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the partner in charge of consulting, Fridley and another man named Tom Blythe. None of them knew me well enough,
or so Lew thought, to cast a vote in the partnership evaluation process.
As I commuted between Washington and St. Louis in July and August of 1982, I realized that St. Loms had
weather far more disgusting than  ashington. But the weather was the least of my problems. Although I understood
what had to be done, the partners in St. Louis had to be educated. Their public sector experience had been gained
working exclusively with state or local government projects under fixed price contracts. Fixed price work, where the
amount to be paid is contractually established and the contractor bears the risk of an overrun, is financially much
riskier than cost based work where payments at least cover costs. State or local agencies frequently allow access to
their personnel to ensure that bidders have a complete understanding of the technical problem to be solved. This
federal agency prohibited its staff from interacting with potential contractors.
When the proposal effort began and six weeks later when the proposal was signed, Tim Coffey was m charge.
In between Tom Blythe, Fridley, and Tom Green, a partner from Milwaukee5, one after another, were responsible for
my efforts. With each transition from one partner to the next, I had to explain and justify why this proposal effort was
unlike preparin  a proposal for a fixed price contract with a state or local government entity. Transition mana ement
consumed a great deal of time.
Arthur Andersen was another serious problem. Andersen did not develop the most profitable consulting
practice in the world by working from nine to five and waiting for the work to roll in. The people in St. Louis believed
that Andersen was the competition to beat. Some of the St. Louis staff believed that Andersen had done work for this
agency related to the proposed project and that Price Waterhouse probably would loose the job. Gettin  them jacked
up to work on a proposal that they believed they would loose further diverted my efforts.
Although I was convinced that Andersen was beatable, the only reasonable assumption for me to make was
that we were the underdog. We would have to work harder and smarter to win. To me that meant that every resume,
every citation of firm experience, everything, would have to be carefully written to address the specific re uirements
stated by the requesting agency. This was not a proposal that could be put to ether by pulling prefabricated parts off
a shelf full of old proposals.
This was also  oing to be the big est proposal ever written by the consulting staff m St. Loms. To respond
to the requirements outlined in the a ency s request for proposals, we were going to have to bid almost the entire
consulting staff of the St. Louis Office together with a few key people from other offices. The St. Loms staff, however,
rose to the occasion, although I was later to learn that they believed that their rise had been initiated by my pointed
boot in their derrieres.
I asked someone to bring in the beer and order pizza, something that had apparently never been done before.
We billed the resume writing sessions as pizza parties. Approximately 20 consultants, most of whom spent little time
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in the office after normal working hours, worked until ei ht or nine at night  rafting their resumes to describe their
experience in the specific terms and formats req ired.
The 2,800 page proposal that was developing from this effort was growing to be so large that the word
processin  staff in St. Louis was overwhelmed by the volume and was having trouble keeping all the components of
the documents under control. I called Washington to ask for help from my office. Hunter Jones, the partner who had
administrative responsibility for the word processin   roup in OGS, responded instantly by sendin  the best person
on the staff to St. Louis and leaving her there for two weeks until the proposal was finished.
As the proposal process was bumping and  rinding along in St. Louis, Tom Beyer was mana ing a different
proposal process back in Washington. During the early stages of the St. Louis proposal, Tom called me to say that
Ben Warder6 was writing the docu ents required to propose me to be a partner. That seemed strange: I was no fan
of Ben s and I had the impression that he disliked me. But Tom was my mentor so I assumed that he was trying to
force Ben into a position where he had to support the proposal.
A few weeks later, Tom called again, this time to let me know that Don Epelbaum7 was redrafting the
docu ents. I was reminded of Alice’s comments - "Curiouser and curiouser". Before I left St. Louis, Tom called
one final time to say that he had polished the final draft and submitted it. He also told me that the State Department
had approved our proposal to develop the real estate management system.
On a Friday morning in late August I flew out of St. Louis with several boxes of proposals to be delivered m
Washington. We had been up until 2:00 in the morning putting things into deliverable form. We had done a terrific
job and I was proud of the team. The St. Louis staff was exhausted and so was I.
After I saw the receipt that proved that the proposal had been delivered on time, I went home to relax for the
weekend. Monday would bring the start of the project to develop a real estate  anagement system (REMS) for the
State Department.
Shortly after I returned to Washington from St. Louis, Lew Krulwich showed me the performance appraisal
that Tim Coffey had prepared and sent to him. The appraisal carried the comment "just plain rough on staff6 .
Sympathetically, Lew sighed and said "Well, we knew you were going to be controversial".
My "exposure" to the partners in St. Louis garnered four votes for me. On short forms, Tom Blythe voted to
hold me over until the next year; Fridley voted "No"; Tom Green had "Insufficient Information" to vote. Tim Coffey
contributed one of the long form votes to hold me over9.
I was working with the State Department in November when the St. Louis proposal resurfaced after being
buried for several months in the government’s proposal evaluation process. We were invited to make oral
presentations to respond to the government’s questions and to support and defend the proposal. The key members
of the proposal team from St. Louis, Tom Green, the partner proposed to run the job, and Tim, convened in
Washington to  et ready to be grilled by the government.
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We were all very happy about being invited to orals, as the grillin  sessions were called, because it meant
that we had probably made it past some cut of the competition. Some of us, myself included, were more than a little
nervous about how we were going to perform because most of the team had never been to orals before. For our team,
the technical orals were conducted by Tom Green. He had to be bailed out of trouble every now and then, but on
the whole, the technical orals went pretty well.
For our team, the cost orals were conducted by Tim Coffey. As is frequently the case, the first cost question
the government people asked was aggressive, hostile, and related to some obscure contracting regulation. (As a
taxpayer I always applauded. As a respondent, I always worried.) Buffaloed, Tim was unsure how to respond to the
question. Diplomatically, I asked him if he wanted me to respond. Tim decided to let me take an active role in the
cost negotiations10. It went very well.
When the orals were over, Tim had been impressed. He told me so and thanked me graciously. He also took
the time and went to the trouble to write a laudatory letter11 is which he changed his vote to state that instead of
a hold, I should be made a partner. Price Waterhouse won the $2.2 million contract in December of 198212.
April - July, 1983: Incompetence
The last Friday in April is usually a dead loss from a business perspective. Price Waterhouse offices all over
the United States announce promotions on that Friday by posting lists of names of people to be promoted on the
following July 1. Staff promotions are posted at 9:00 AM. The new partner list is posted later, at 11:00 AM, to ensure
that the east and west coasts are simultaneously informed of the exciting news. Celebrations begin almost immediately
after the lists are posted.
A miserable, dejected, unhappy failed partner candidate, I stoically and with all the dignity I could muster,
attended all celebrations that I would have attended had my name been on the list of partners who would be admitted
on July 1, 1983, the first day of the coming fiscal year. They could forget the congratulations, I had told my staff and
friends weeks before, at informal meetin s after work over drinks. At one party after another, they kindly avoided
attempts at verbal condolences. Thoughts unspoken were expressed in sympathetic glances and body language: a
hug here, a double handed hand shake there, a gentle pat on the back, a hopeless shrug of the shoulders. They did
there best, but I had a hell of a promotion day.
Buck up, I said to myself, it was spring, time for winter damage assessment and control. It was time to write
off the losses and take charge of what I could control. First I would figure out, for myself, if I was on a quixotic quest
for the partnership. Over lunch or cocktails I met with some of the partners in OGS. With others I arranged technical
meetings or counselling sessions. A peculiar picture emerged - it looked like a personality change operation was
required.
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Walk more femininely, talk more femininely, dress more femininely, wear makeup and jewelry, have my hair
styled13. That was the gist of what I was advised by my mentor Tom Beyer. He was a lean man, not tall, fierce
steel blue eyes, decisive, direct. His demeanor scared some, offended others. I loved him. Tom had transferred
down from Boston the summer Peter was born. When he took over, OGS was a cost center of the firm s national
office. He made it a profit center and he made it  row, exponentially. The exponential growth had largely been fueled
by thirty or forty million dollars worth of work that I sold to the State Department, of which six to ten million was
related to the job I was managing. For more than three14 years I had worked almost exclusively for Tom. I knew
him very well. If it got results, he could have cared less if a consultant attended a business meeting in Bermudas
and tennis shoes. Tom s counsel was nonsense.
If I had a good job offer I should take it, was the advice Don Epelbaum offered. "Dandy Don" he was called
by some. He was short, infrequently removed his coat, never had a hair out of place, wore a diamond pinky ring.
His office was always immaculate and he disliked other people using it. He had been transferred to OGS from St.
Louis to run the other twenty of thirty million dollar part of the State Department work. He owed his very solid
business base to my efforts. Sandy Kinsey had warned me that he was not to be trusted. I was deceived; I had never
believed her. Don s advice was unpalatable.
Lew Krulwich offered no advice. He was simply sad.
Spend some time working on proposals in his international arena was Pete McVeagh s counsel. A nice man,
Pete; he was a father figure.  arm eyes sparkled from under a gray, turning white, Marine Corps haircut. He had
a never ending smile and an enthusiastic disposition that matched. He spent ho  s comforting me and bolstering  y
failed, but recoverin , confidence. He was, however, powerless. The international arena consisted of a steady diet
of proposal writin  interrupted by an occasional small job doing work foreign to me in distant, uncomfortable parts
of the world   undesirable.
Ne ative in the extreme, unenthusiastic, untrustworthy was how Ben Warder characterized me. He attributed
financial losses and diminished professional stature that he associated  ith bein  removed from an early phase of
work for the State Department to me. In fact, the client asked Tom Beyer to take him off the job after he irritated or
offended a fairly high ranking foreign service officer. He looked older than he was and had sad eyes. My relationship
with him was irreparable.
That I was dead in the water should have been obvious to a person of my brainpower and business acumen.
Oblivious to reality, however, I persisted in fixing the unfixable until shortly after the onslaught of technical reviews
began in June. The situation seemed harmless enough at the start. Paragraph 76615 of some policy manual
required that, under certain circumstances, a job managed by one partner be reviewed by a second partner. Par 766
reviews, as they were known, were intended to reduce the risks of shoddy, unprofitable, or other inappropriate work.
In theory, the interests of the partners as a whole were protected to some extent by having the work of one autonomous
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partner reviewed with  eficiencies recorded by another. My experience had been that Par 766 reviews were sometimes
done on proposals, usually on big or risky proposals, but in OGS such reviews were usually a f e paperin  exercise.
None of the work for the State Department had been subjected to Par 776 review in recent time, so I thought
it unusual when Tom Beyer told me to make arrangements for Ben  arder to do a Par 766 review of my project. On
June 8 and 9 Ben Warder spent about eight hours reviewing the user requirements report and the supporting papers,
and files. From then until the last week in July, not a day passed that I or some member of the project staff was free
of tasks related to responding to the criticisms of the review.
The project was dinged because certain time recording and billing documents had not been reconciled to
accounting reports. We were told to do the reconciliation. The criticism and related recommendation implied that
the project was financially out of control. It was a fact that the records had not been reconciled. It was patently
ridiculous to conclude that the project was financially out of control.
When my check book was couple of dollars out of balance from my bank statement, I posted the reconciling
two dollar entry and moved on. Finding the origin of the error was not worth the time it took to reconcile the details.
[ managed the project the same way. With the implication that money was somehow pouring through the cracks,
however, I had no choice but to make the project team reconcile the records. Sandy Kinsey spent forty hours doing
the reconciliation. She discovered errors totaling 39 hours out of about 21,000 hours recorded on the job. We posted
the reconciling entry and moved on.
Other criticisms of the project were equally picky and  isleading. A criticism that the client had not
approved the work plan implied that the client was clueless about what we were doing. Outrageous   we had formally
transmitted the plan to the client months ago. We reported progress weekly to the client against the plan. We shared
offices with the client. Nevertheless, we asked the client to write a letter formally approving the plan.
The entire project team cheerfully pitched in to help out but they were embarrassed to be involved in the
useless fire drill. Eventually, the client project manager, got fed up with the diversion of project staff to unproductive
tasks required to respond to meaningless criticisms. When I billed for the time Ben Warder spent on the job, he tried
to reject the charges. I told him that he was overstepping his authority, but he eventually found a way to avoid paying
for the time.
As the elephant was about to stomp on my head, I finally saw it coming. The partners met on and off in mid
July. It was general knowledge among the managers that partner candidates for the next fiscal year were under
discussion. The final meeting on the subject consumed the entirety of July 22, a Friday. Partners who before that
meeting had at least tried to maintain a cheerful facade, failed to make eye contact with me after that meeting. In
response to my questions about what had happened, I was told to talk to Tom Beyer.
Tom Beyer, however, left for the day immediately after the meeting. Over the weekend, I left for Denver to
o a quality control review, my second. It was part of Joe Connor s April plan   to go on another quality control
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review and avoid getting negative comments. Although I had not discussed my status  ith Tom, I knew that Joe s
plan and whatever I did at the Denver review were irrelevant.
After weeks of j m ing through hoops related to the Par 766 review, my project team had to prepare for a
quality control review scheduled to start on my return from Denver. No one expected any problems. The team
assu ed that any defects, real or ima inary, had been cleaned up in response to the first review.
July 24 - August 5, 1983: Pa eant
In the early 1980s, the partner candidate equivalent of a beauty pageant was a week lon  quality control
review, usually referred to only by the initials, QCR. The pageant season, typically July and August, kicked off the
partner candidate evaluation process. Separate pageants were held in each of several of the larger offices of the firm.
The jud es included the pageant office partners. The contestants were senior managers likely to be proposed for the
partnership in the next year. Each contestant received an all expense paid trip to one of the offices under review.
Groups of contestants arrived at a hotel on Sunday night where they had the opportunity to size up the competition
before the work began on Monday morning.
The several contestants in each pageant were supervised, only for the last day or two of the pageant, by an
out of town partner, also a judge. When not on display before the pageant partners, each contestant was charged with
reviewing files and working papers for one or more projects managed by the office. At midday and after usual and
customary business hours, the supervising partner or the pa eant partners entertained the contestants, sometimes into
the wee hours of the morning.
In spite of a  rueling social schedule, contestants were expected to arrive early each morning, looking well
groomed and refreshed, and to keep noses in files and sharpened pencils on notes or checklists for the first three or
four days of the week. The final day or so of the week was reserved for writing a report and reviewing it with the
manager responsible for the files. The pageant finale was a meeting to tell the partner in charge of the pageant office
what was wrong with the files and what the contestants recommended in the way of corrective action.
The criteria by which beauty was assessed conflicted. On one hand, a contestant was expected to find
something wrong with the files, otherwise it might seem that he was stupid, chicken hearted, or a panderer. On the
other hand, he should not find too much that would embarrass or otherwise disturb a partner who might find him
offensive or irritating or otherwise inappropriate as a future partner. A social indiscretion could be as damning as
one technical. It was a high wire act. Unlike beauty pageants, it was a long time before the winner was announced
and there could be several winners or none at all.
I reviewed the files on a 32,000 hour project where Price Waterhouse was subcontractor to my previous
employer, American Management Systems. I was personally reasonably well acquainted with the woman who was the
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AMS project manager. She mana e  the site where a lot of the files that I reviewed were located. I had always liked
her; we had lunch together. The files were clean.
The supervisin  partner  raded my efforts in a performance evaluation based on his four hours of contact with
me in Denver: seven A s, 12 B s and a C. There were no ne ative comments. I returned to Washin ton, still waitin 
to find Tom and to find out what was  oing on.
Tom was on vacation when I got back in the office after the Denver trip. In fact, he was on vacation the entire
week. In his absence, Ben  arder was the partner in charge of OGS. The QCR team arrived to review my project
files. I was frustrated at my inability to talk to Tom and worried about what I believed to be my rejection by the
partners of OGS. I was, however, unconcerned at the prospect of a review of my project files. The job was moving
along. The client was happy and Sandy Kinsey and Harry Barschdorff, my t o managers, had put the normally tidy
project papers and files into condition appropriate for a spit and polish review. I was unworried. After the first day
of the review, the reviewing manager, who was from Denver, told me that everything was fine.
I started to turn a little suspicious when he came back for another look on the second day, so Sandy and I
fished copies of drafts of his findings out of the trash can. When he kept returning, we kept fishin . The review was
going belly up and all I could do was watch in amazement. It was hard to believe that my job was going to be
declared "technically not in conformance with the firm s high standards for quality. I called Don Epelbaum at home
at 8:30 in the evening on Thursday to ask him if I should be  etting a message. He repeated his suggestion that I
take another position and further su gested that I develop a headache for the rest of the week.
This was bullshit. Misery turned to ra e.
August 5, 1983: Dou las B. Huron
Although I had long suspected that I needed an attorney, I was reviled at the prospect of searching for one.
On the faint hope that my situation might improve, I procrastinated. Thomas Peter, who had worked with attorneys
for years, was undaunted. A senior partner at Arnold and Porter, Mike Curzan, was one of Thomas Peter s best
friends. He had been an usher in our wedding. As my attorney, he was out of the question because he was a real
estate attorney, a deal maker, but he knew or knew how to find someone appropriate.
When Thomas Peter and I met with Mike over lunch in the A&P cafeteria, Mike had explained that the large,
prominent law firms usually represented organizations. What I needed, he had said, was a firm that represented
individuals. Most such firms were small. He agreed to find some names and  et back to us.
Minutes after I received Arnold and Porter s list of possible attorneys I called Stein & Huron to schedule an
appointment. (I would have called them sooner but they were the second firm on the list. The first was out of town.)
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I briefly went over the few facts that I had about the plight of my ori inal partnership proposal, told the attorney that
things were looking bad for the next round, and stated my belief that I was about to be declared incompetent.
Mild amusement was my reaction to the attorney s suggestion that I wait until I was sure I was incompetent
before I came to his office for a face to face meeting. We agreed to an early morning appointment on the Friday that
the QCR team reported to Ben Warder that mine was the only project in OGS that failed to meet the firm s technical
quality standards.
The offices of Stein & Huron probably occupied less space than the cafeteria at Arnold and Porter. It was
hard to tell because the A&P cafeteria was all on one floor while Stein & Huron was located in a lovely, old, three
story townhouse just off Scott Circle. Instead of an elevator, wide, dark, highly polished stairs turned rectangular
comers all the way to the top floor where I was escorted to a conference room with a high ceiling. It must have been
someone’s bed room twenty years ago. It was made bright and airy by two or three windows that covered most of the
wall facing south. Because the room was simply furnished with widely spaced, modern pieces, my attention was
immediately drawn to an elegant old fireplace.
Douglas B. Huron bore no resemblance to Edward Bennett Williams16. He seemed very serious, even a
little stuffy as he shook hands firmly and offered coffee. Stepping into the hall but not out of sight, he produced cups
from a curtained closet that also contained neat piles of office supplies. He filled the coffee pot with water from a
tidy little bathroom that, judging from the style and patte   of the tile, had not been redecorated since the 1930s.
Coal black hair and mustache told me he was youngish. He smiled infrequently, spoke with a tone of voice that
varied little and within a narrow pitch range on the low end of the scale. He never sat down. Instead, he paced or
stood with one elbow on the mantel over the fireplace.
In response to his questions, I told him that I had developed quite a lot of business for my firm, that I had
been a candidate for the partnership, that I was not made a partner the first time around, and that I was not even going
to be proposed for the partnership in the next round. He asked if there had been any overt sexist comments, verbal
or written. There were none that I could recall, but then, I infrequently recognized sexist comments. He wanted to
know about the statistical composition of the partners. Other than to note that demographically they seemed to be a
largely male, largely white population, I had too few facts to be informative.
I too, had a few questions. The only context I had for discrimination and civil rights was what had taken
place in Gadsden and Selma and Birmingham and the like in my college years. The fact that the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 might apply to me had only recently come to the forefront of my conscious thinking. The term attorney had
no meaning to me other than to describe a quarter of the people at any cocktail party I ever attended in Washington
and three quarters of all the people at real estate closings.
In response to my request for a layperson’s introduction to the legal process, Doug told me that, as a first step,
I would have to file a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. That complaint would allege
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discrimination and ask for the right to sue Price Waterhouse. The EEOC might investigate, in which case my costs
would probably be less than the costs of a litigation. If, however, the EEOC did nothing else, I could expect it to grant
the right to sue in six months. It was early August, mental arithmetic said that we would have some sense of legal
direction by February of 1984.
I was less than enthusiastic about remaining with Price Waterhouse as a senior manager  ith no prospects
for the partnership as my work was being declared technically incompetent while the EEOC administered an
investigative process. I asked Doug if I had to stay with the firm. For legal reasons that I failed to ask about and
he declined to go into, he advised that I remain, at least for the time being, with the firm. I expressed my distaste
at the prospect, told him I would take his advice, and asked him to tell me when the time came that I could resign.
We discussed fee arrangements. If I chose to have him represent me, Doug explained, I had two choices:
I could send him a check and retain his firm or we could work out a contingency fee arrangement. If retained, his
firm would bill me periodically for services rendered at usual and customary rates. If he worked on contingency, his
firm would be paid a part of any money awarded. He told me to think about it. As I walked down the stairs and out
the front door of the office, I had a sense of relief and anticipation similar to that which I get when I sink into the
seat of an airplane en route to some vacation destination after having rushed to finish up at the office, pack up the
children, drop the dog at the vet, and race to the airport.
August 8- 11, 1983: Choices
There is another option, I thought. Perhaps you failed to consider it Tom - I could sue the brotherhood.
Diminishing disappointment was being displaced by intensifying anger. On return from vacation, Tom Beyer called
a meeting with me and Pete McVeagh, the partner responsible for the international consultin  practice in OGS, to
discuss my future.
As Tom saw it I had three choices. First, I could take a position with another firm. Second, I could go to
work for Pete McVeagh who would try to groom me as a partner candidate in the distant future. Third, I could accept
a career manager position that paid well hut had no partnership potential. He wanted me to give up the quest for the
partnership and stay with the firm as a career manager. Pete was effusively enthusiastic about the prospects of my
working for him.
Caution takes control over communication when I become angry. My voice drops to a barely audible level.
I say little, if anything. What my mind analyzed, my voice left unsaid. Reject option 1. I would refuse to slink out
the doors of Price Waterhouse as a failed partner candidate, one more apparent victim of the up or out policy. Reject
option 2. I would refuse to abandon my client of long standing, the Department of State, and go work with the
heretofore unprofitable international consulting practice doing six week projects in Costa Rica or the like, on the off
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chance that lightening might strike twice and I  ould have another chance at the partnership. Reject option 3. I
would refuse to give up all thoughts of, or aspirations to the partnership and agree to work on whatever I was told for
as long the work was acceptable and the job paid decently.
Tom and Pete wanted my decision, right then and there. "I ll get back to you," I said coldly. As an attempted
compromise, they asked to be the first to know of my decision. Would I refrain from discussing this matter? I would
make no promises. Accept option 4, I thought. Stein & Huron were retained on August 11, 1983 with a check for
$3,000.
On August 31, 198317 Doug filed, on my behalf, a sex discrimination claim with the EEOC. I expected
something to happen - immediately. I was to learn, over the next several years, that in legal matters, nothing ever
happens immediately. Back at the office, none of the partners ever acknowledged the existence of the filing  ith the
EEOC. At the EEOC I saw no evidence of anything happening at all. In the very beginnin , there seemed to be some
bureaucratic paper shuffling going on.  hen Price Waterhouse s attorneys maintained that the EEOC did not have
jurisdiction, even that stopped. My claim was eventually referred to EEOC’s re ional headquarters in Baltimore so
that someone there could decide if the EEOC had jurisdiction over the matter. Basically, ho ever, nothing happened.
September - December, 1983: Endurance
Whatever Doug’s legal reasons were for wantin  me to stay with the firm after I decided to sue, I hoped they
were good. The project team was preparing a major design report to be presented to a State Department review group
in Paris. The review was scheduled to be a week lon , startin  in mid September. The sixteen volume design had
to be shipped out ten days in advance of the arrival of my project team. Sandy and Harry and I were duckin  internal
reviews and responses ther to i  or er to produce the design.
Four days before we shipped the design to Paris, Tom asked for a meetin  to discuss the results of the QCR,
ostensibly because Joe Connor had asked for an explanation of the shocking technical deficiencies of the project.
Although I had copies of the QCR materials that Sandy and I had obtained on our various fishing trips, I had never
seen the report that was issued to the partners of OGS almost a month earlier. Furthermore, I could have cared less
about the QCR report, an internal document. Inte  ally, my fate was sealed.
I was far more concerned about the well bein  of my client. As soon as Doug gave the word, I was  oin  to
leave the firm, hence the project. Tom would need to know a lot more about the project after I left than he needed
to know as long as I was there. He had never seen the design report that I was preparing to ship to Paris. In an
extreme state of irritation, I sug ested that he send me a copy of the QCR report but review the design report. We
could meet to discuss the QCR   later. To his credit, he recognized the priorities. Minor changes to the transmittal
letter were all that was required by his review of the design report.
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The same day the design was shipped, accordin  to schedule, Tom and I met to review the QCR report.
Calmly he read aloud each question and the related response on the questionnaire that recorded the ne atives that
had resulted in my project being declared technically deficient. After each question and response he ad libbed his
view of the appropriate answer, sometimes in agreement with the party line, sometimes in opposition. After each
question, response, ad lib, he paused and asked if I agreed or disagreed. Intuition told me to be very careful about
agreeing with any of the ne atives.  hen I observed how fastidiously Tom was taking notes, suspicion overwhelmed
intuition. I would not have agreed to the correct spelling of my own na e.
When I returned from Paris, the contents of my office downtown had been packed up and moved out,
whereabouts unknown. After a little scrounging around, I found my possessions in boxes in the supply room. The
loss of the office was of little real consequence. I infrequently used it because the project team had a suite of offices
near our client in Rosslyn and I spent most of my time there. Distasteful, that s how it struck me.
More distasteful was the prospect of my next meeting with Tom Beyer. He wanted to meet with me and Ben
Warder to finish up the Par 766 review of the user requirements report so that Ben could start another Par 766 review,
this one on the design report that had been presented in Paris. The first Par 766 review, that had started m June,
was officially finished in late September. About the same time, the project team received a letter of commendation
from the client for our work on the design.
In anticipation of Ben’s second Par 766 review, Tom spent some time reviewin  the project plans and the
design report. Ben could not schedule his efforts until early November. In the mean while, Harry was considering
leaving the firm and returning to his previous employer. The position offered was a promotion and had an associated
salary that was a great deal more than Harry was making at the time. Even thou h he was a first rate performer, he
was unlikely to be promoted to a comparable level or salary for a couple of years if he stayed at Price Waterhouse.
It was just too  ood to turn down.
Harry was unprepared for what happened when he told Tom that he was leaving. With amusement and
consternation, he explained to me that at least two partners had met with him to ask him to discuss his real reasons
for leaving. In each case he patiently explained that he had a better opportunity. When Tim Scheve transferred to
another project in early November, he too was asked for his "real" reasons for leaving the project. His reason was
different: the new project gave him a chance to work in his specialty, financial analysis.
When Ben’s schedule cleared out enough that he could start his next review, he decided that he was the
wrong person for the job. A technically oriented senior manager was brou ht in. Nothing, he found nothing
problematical. At Ben’s suggestion, the State Department was asked to have the design reviewed by a third party.
The security staff at the State Department and another contractor both reviewed the design.
I was barely hanging on by my psychological fingernails, when Doug finally told me that I could leave in
December of 1983. My two page letter of resignation, dated December 23, 198318, stated that I found conditions
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at Price Waterhouse intolerable, that I planned to leave, and that I would do whatever it took to ensure an orderly
transition for the client. It was addressed to Joe Connor in New York, drafted and typed by Stein & Huron. It would
have been a lot shorter had I written it. I was relieved to be rid of it19 and more relieved at the prospect of getting
away from the reviews.
For what seemed like an eternity, but was in reality only a little over three weeks, I waited for something to
happen. Mid morning Tuesday, January 17, 1984 I was called to the office downtown. I signed for my severance
check. As requested, I cleaned out my desk and was  one before lunch. There was little opportunity to bid farewell
to the real estate mana ement system project team that I had lead for a year and a half.
Ben Warder s final Par 766 review was delivered a week to the day after I left20 the firm. The security and
third party review reports, both indicating compliance with all Departmental requirements, were also delivered after
I left.
REMS
The US Department of State is responsible for all buildings and land used by the US government for non
military purposes overseas. When State awarded a $30 or 40 million contract to Price Waterhouse to build and install
a new worldwide financial management system (FMS) in the spring of 1982, the system required to manage that
property was one of its lower priorities. For a number of reasons21. State changed its priorities in the summer of
1982 and decided to authorize a separate project to build and install a real estate management system. Roger
Feldman, the comptroller at State, asked us to prepare a work plan and cost estimates to build and install such a
system.
Tom Beyer and I wrote a proposal for the system, named REMS (pronounced reams), as I was bein  proposed
for the partnership and just before I left for St. Louis. I was waiting for approval of the $6 million contract
amendment required to b gin work on REMS when I was assigned to the St. Louis debacle. State approved REMS
as I was finishing up in St. Louis.
It took most of the fall of 1982 to get the REMS team recruited, organized and ready to get to work. The State
contract for the financial management system had to he modified to include the budget for REMS. Office space had
to be leased in Rosslyn, across the river in Virginia near the State Department offices. The State Department had to
fin , assign, and free up a technical officer to run the project. It was hard to find Price Waterhouse staff for the
project because OGS was growing in leaps and bounds. It took a lot of recruiting to support the staffing needs of the
State Department and other new projects that fueled the growth.
I needed two managers, four or five less experienced consultants, an administrative assistant and a dedicated
word processor to do the job. I recruited the administrative assistant. Tim Scheve asked if he could be one of the
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consultants on the project. "Tiny Tim", as he was called because of his towerin  hei ht, was not an i eal fit in terms
of his experience, he was a financial analyst, not a systems analyst, but he was smart and had a history of good
performance evaluations. He also had a wonderful, sarcastic wit that made him fun to work with. He joined the team
that fall.
I was lucky to get Harry Barschdorf as one of the managers. Harry had worked for American Management
Systems when AMS was the competition that we had to beat to win the original FMS contract. I liked him even when
he worked for the competition. He was thirtyish and good looking, the classic Nordic type: reasonably tall, well built,
blond. The blond hair thinning toward baldness was barely noticeable because of a movie star smile with teeth to
go with it. To make matters better, everything about Harry was real.  hen he smiled, it was to make a sincere
statement about how he felt. He was honest, confident and competent. Tiny Tim was assi ned to Harry s team.
Bob Lam, the second manager was imposed on me. I had worked with him enough to know that he was not
what I wanted or needed. He was  ood looking and loveable, but had not been around lon  enough or worked on hard
enough problems to have the poise and self confidence to take charge. He had somehow never developed the
intellectual or professional stature that was necessary to attract people and have them want to follow. Although I
strongly expressed my objections to his being assigned to REMS, I was told that I could do my bit for staff
development and that I had no say in the decision.
I got a call from the office downtown about a possible word processor   the only expressed reservation about
the candidate was that he appeared to be gay. I told the office that it might make a difference if I were planning to
sleep with him, but I needed a word processor and the fact that he might be gay didn’t matter if he could type. He
was hired. He actually didn’t last long, but his sexual preference had nothin  to do with his departure.
By November it looked like the rest of the REMS team would have to be recruited. We hired one consultant,
a woman named Pat O’Hern, for Harry’s team. Then the State Department decided that field work for the project
would begin in late January, 1983. Recruiting for Bob’s team accelerated. The project, as well as the office, was
desperate for staff.
e hired three more consultants as fast as we could find candidates. As the new staff were arriving or being
scheduled to arrive, the State Department decided that we would do the initial field work in Africa because none of
the ori inal FMS teams had been to any African posts and there was concern that management of the African Bureau
might conclude that its requirements were being neglected. Other field work would have to be done in Germany and
France because of the large property holdings and the complexity of the property mana ement problems in these
countries.
I did not believe that it was a good business practice to take green staff in large numbers overseas, so we had
a project practice that staff did not go overseas unless they first had some kind of an orientation trip to a site where
they could not get into too much trouble. (Trouble was measured in terms of things like getting sick, committing
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protocol blunders, not understan ing the functions of the various components of an embassy.) I sent Harry and his
team to the US embassy in Panama for orientation because it was not too far away.
When the State Department selected Ni eria and Zaire as the African posts where we were goin  to do some
of our fact finding, there were only two staff members who had been around enough to go. Harry, Bob and I decided
that Harry would take Pat O Hern on one leg of the African trip and that I would simultaneously take Tim Scheve on
the other leg. Because Harry spoke pretty good French and we understood that Zaire was French speaking, Harry was
to go to Zaire and I would go to Nigeria. Fred Cook, the State Department s project manager, would go with Harry.
hen we finished in Africa, we would meet Bob and the new staff in Germany and proceed to the US embassy in
Bonn. Bonn would be the orientation site for Bob’s team. Harry’s team could continue the fact finding and analysis.
We scheduled the trip to the US facilities in Paris immediately after Bonn.
That Africa trip was the worst trip I ever experienced. Although the trip had its lighter moments, just about
everything went wrong. The trip began uneventfully enough. Fred, Harry, and I and our teams got on the same plane
and flew to Frankfurt where we spent the night. We left the next morning for our respective destinations in Africa.
The first sign of trouble appeared to me on the plane to Lagos. I was glancing vacantly at the International
Herald Tribune while chatting with Tim as the plane went into the landing patte   to the airport when I noticed that
then Vice President Bush was scheduled to visit the US embassy in Bonn at the same time that the REMS project
team was due to be there. That would be a disaster. When a high ranking govern ent official visits an embassy the
entire administrative staff of the embassy is consumed with work for a number of reasons, not the least of which is
security and the related logistics. Even if it were not terribly rude to arrive at the embassy durin  a vice presidential
visit, we would not be able to schedule an appointment to talk to anyone. We could not go to Bonn and I was going
to have to make sure that Bob Lam kept his team in Washington.
I couldn’t understand how the schedule conflict had happened. There were elaborate clearance procedures
back in Washington to prevent it. Tim and I discussed the fact that we were going to have to get in touch with Fred
in Kinshasa as soon as we could get to a phone. That, however, was never to be. The day we landed in Lagos, there
was a coup. The building that housed the central communication system for Nigeria was burnin  when we landed.
For our entire stay in the country we could not use a telephone. The diplomatic communication system at the embassy
was not handling administrative messages. We were not able to make contact with Fred or, for that matter,  ith
Washin ton.
We landed. The airport was quite dirty. It smelled, men urinated in the ashcans. We were met by a foreign
service officer from the embassy and a Nigerian employee who was referred to as an "expediter". I had heard the term
around the Department back in Washington, but I didn’t know what it meant. After introductions, the expediter asked
me and Tim for our passports and travel papers and told us to stand still. He disappeared. He returned a few
minutes later, told us to follow him to another spot in the airport and then to stand still again. He disappeared again.
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We di  this following, stopping, disappearing dance all the way throu h the airport and out to the embassy van that
was waiting to take us to our hotel. It was the dry season and it was hotter than hades. The air smelled of smoke
and dirt.  e could see burning tires in piles alon  the side of the road as we were driven from the airport to our
hotel.
At one point, we were stopped at a road block  uarded by two very bi  men with sour frowns on there faces
and machine guns in their hands. One of the guards waved his machine gun around as he inspected the inside of
the vehicle while the foreign service officer politely held out a plastic covered badge that I assumed was some sort
of diplomatic pass. Durin  the entire trip, which was a terrifying experience to me and Tim, the forei n service officer
carried on an even toned, steady conversation explaining the coup. The new regime had decided that the economy
of Nigeria could not support the Benins, Togolese, and Ghanaians which, as a group, represented 30% of the
population, and had ordered them to get out of the country and given them two weeks to do so. We were advised not
to leave the hotel, something that had never occurred to us, and to wait for the embassy van to pick us up to go to
work in the morning. On that note Tim and I decided to have a drink and dinner after droppin  our bags in the
rooms.
First, a drink. The State Department was always very careful about advising us what to do and not to do when
visitin  posts overseas. In preparation for our Nigerian visit, we had been shot for various varieties of colored fevers,
hepatitis, typhoid and cholera. We were given malaria tablets to take for the period from 30 days before we left until
30 days after we got hack. We were supplied with tablets to take if we picked up gastroenteritis. We were told not
to drink the water in the hotel unless it came from a bottle with an unbroken seal. The advice about the water
included ice cubes, but we chose to ignore it. After asking three times and carefully determining that the hotel served
bourbon, we ordered bourbon on the rocks. We should have known that the sun never sets on the British empire --
we got scotch, ordered another and somehow avoided gettin  sick from the water. I do not remember willin ly
drinking scotch on any other occasion.
On to dinner. Naturally we ate in the hotel. We ordered chicken and rice. You can eat chicken and boiled
rice almost anywhere in the world without fear of intestinal repercussions. Nigeria is no exception, although we did
accumulate and stack in a pile on a napkin on the table a couple of tablespoons full of small stones that came in the
cooked rice. As we were leaving the hotel restaurant to  o back to our rooms, Tim asked if I would do him a favor
and escort him back to his room. I thought that was a little strange until he explained that he was uncomfortable
walking past the hookers and would appreciate the company.
With Tim safely tucked in so to speak, I looked forward to a shower. No such luck. Because of the drought,
the water was turned off at night. I brushed my teeth with a bottle of soda that I found in the room and retired.
Except for two or three occasions when someone banged on the door and shouted something I couldn t understand,
I slept soundly.
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It was hard to believe that it was only Monday.  e were greeted hospitably, but with a measure of reserve,
by Bert Moore, Counselor for Administration, at the US Embassy to Ni eria in Lagos. He introduced the embassy staff
with whom we would be workin  and took us on a tour of the facility to show us his real estate management problems.
The chancery was a relatively new building. Its predecessor had burned down. (There seemed to be a
problem with fires in Nigeria.) They had had a fire in the building a week or so ago, Bert explained. The fire had
done some damage, but the fire department had done more. Lagos is built on some islands at the mouth of a nver.
The city is chopped up by a lot of salt water canals. Fresh water is scarce. To extinguish the fire in the embassy,
the fire department pumped salt water out of a nearby canal onto the fire. The salt water apparently did more damage
than the fire did.
As Tim and I were conducting a walking tour of the communications facilities on the roof and discussing our
inability to get a message out of the country, he marveled at my ability to avoid trippin  in hi h heeled shoes. We
laughed a lot when I told him the story of Karen Nold climbing the scaffoldin  in spikes when she jauntily did the
roof tour of the Tallyrand building in Paris. "Just part of the job," I told him.
Foreign service officers have no  eneral obligation to invite out of towners, especially non forei n service
people, into their homes. More specifically, Bert Moore and his wife had no obligation whatever to invite Tim and
me to dinner. They did, however, and, with the exception of the night that we arrived, they invited us for dinner every
ni ht that we were in Lagos. Dinners, by the way were not diplomatic receptions. It was the Moores, Tim and myself.
We puttered around the kitchen cooking and sat in the living room drinking coffee after dinner as we  ight have had
we been four friends in any town back home. Only I didn t have any friends back home who a had python (or was
it boa constrictor) skin hanging on the wall.
Tim asked what it was. Mrs. Moore named the specie. She then explained that when she and Bert had been
posted to Kinshasa on an earlier assignment, the snake had, unbeknown to anyone, been hanging around the garden.
Apparently the snake ate the family cat and then got hung up by the cat in the iron rail fence that surrounded the
house. Some of the foreign national staff from the embassy discovered the snake, did him in, extracted the deceased
cat, and converted the snake into snake steaks. All of this accomplished, the staff knocked on the door of the house,
described their accomplish ents, and asked Mrs. Moore if she wanted any of the meat. When she responded in the
negative, they asked her if she wanted the cat back. She declined the cat and asked for the skin instead. I had read
somewhere, probably in National Geographic, that even the largest of these snakes were not able to swallow an animal
much larger than a dog. So, as a side comment, in what was a very funny conversation, I remarked to that effect.
She brought the conversation around to a more serious note by stating that at the time they had a child, aged two, who
frequently played in the garden.
In one of our early coffee conversations, Bert was describing the difficulties of maintainin  vehicles in Africa.
He talked about the weather, the absence of roads and the deplorable driving conditions. As an example he discussed
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a drive that a group of people from the embassy had made across the Sahara to Tu  s. Tim was fascinated. He could
not understand ho  you navigated across the desert without roads or road signs.  hen he asked, Bert responded,
with a perfectly straight face, in a monotone: "You follow the telephone poles." Tim is from Baltimore and other than
a college camping trip to France and the orientation trip to Panama, he had never been out of the US. It took him
a while to realize that he was playin  straight man to a masterful comedian: there were no telephone poles.
We had serious conversations too. Bert had been the administrative officer at the embassy in Teheran and
spent twenty-two months as a hostage while Mrs. Moore waited it out in the midwest. What Tim and I watched fifteen
minutes a week on television, they lived through minute by minute. They had a European post after Iran, but wanted
to get back to Africa. Although Nigeria was a hardship post and they were entitled to reassignment after one tour,
they asked for another tour there. They loved the foreign service. Their hospitality was remarkable. They will
probably never know the extent to which Tim and I appreciated it.
By the end of the week, we had finished our work at the embassy. Although we tried daily to get messages
out, we were not successful. I doubted that we were  oin  to proceed to Bonn, but we couldn t change our airline
reservations out of Nigeria if we wanted to and it seemed unlikely that the Kinshasa team would he able to change
theirs. We had no alternative but to proceed on our original plan out of Nigeria and on to Frankfurt to link up with
the team from Kinshasa. We were driven to the airport where we were physically searched on our way out of the
country.
Both teams were glad to see e ch other when we met in Frankfurt. Fre  and I waited long enough to
overcome the time zone difference between Europe and the US and then contacted our respective home offices. The
State Department had canceled our onward leg to Bonn. Bob Lam was holding his team in Washington. Fred and
I were told to bring the teams home on the next available flight.
It was late morning. The next flight for Washington was on Trans World Airlines and left just after o clock.
We gathered up all of our bags and presented ourselves to the ticket agent at TWA where we were advised that we
had three different groups of non refundable tickets, none of them issued by TWA. Each  roup would have to be
changed by a different airline, the three airlines were at opposite ends of the airport, and we probably couldn t get
the tickets changed in time to make the TWA flight that day. "Would you like to leave tomorrow?", the ticket agent
asked. I had had enough of this trip. I put my beat up green American Express card on the cor ter and asked the
agent if he could start from scratch and get tickets on one o clock flight. Someone in Washington was just going to
have to sort out the paperwork later. I was the last person on the plane as the door closed behind us.
A week later, we had barely recovered from jet lag when we had to pack up and leave for a week in Bonn
followed by another in Paris. This would be the first time that the entire team would be together. I liked Germany.
When I was a child, I lived there for almost six years, including three in Bonn. The near perfect German that I spoke
as a child was gone, but I still spoke the language decently. I was always comfortable working in Bonn. It was a
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good orientation post. Nothing ever went wrong. We di  have a little trouble with one of the government people who
was traveling with us. Although he was always well intended in his actions and remarks, he had an uncanny
propensity for saying and doin  exactly the wrong things. It was so bad that Bob Lamb, who by then had become the
Counselor for Administration, called me into his office one day and asked lightly: "Is he one of yours or one of ours?
I was relieved to he able to say "Sorry Bob, but he s one of yours." Bob chuckled. "I was afraid you were going to
tell me that," he mused. I knew that no harm would come of it. The foreign service takes care of its own. My team
had to do its bit though.  e were invited to a fairly formal reception that night with all the review team members
and a lot of the foreign service national staff from the embassy. I called the managers aside and told them that it was
our job to keep our blundering buddy out of trouble. Harry, Bob and I agreed on a schedule whereby each of us
would engage in an intense one on one conversation with the blunderer all night. The plan was perfectly executed
and we managed to prevent him from offending anyone because he didn’t have time to talk to anyone except for me
or one of the managers.
I didn’t like Paris. I remembered abandoning Mark Jones to the care of the embassy physician after he got
sick the last time I was here. The weather was cold   the hotel was barely heated. I had to swap roo s with Tiny
Tim because he continually banged his forehead on the eaves in his originally assigned room. I only knew a few
words of the language. I was reluctant to use the subway system because I didn’t understand it   I was afraid of
leading my team into the bowels of the system,  etting lost, and being horribly embarrassed.
Harry changed some of that. He had a guidebook for the city and the subway system. He laughed at my
anxieties and dragged me into the underground. He lead and we followed. We got around a lot faster and a lot
cheaper. Harry taught me enough French first to order ice in my coca cola and later to order more than one ice cube.
The team bonded in Paris. I recognized it on Leslie Alton’s birthday when I was invited to a suspicious
sounding birthday party in one of our rooms. I arrived to find the entire team, all in the same bed, fully clothed but
covered to their chins, with roses in their teeth. The purpose of the roses was partly to celebrate Leslie’s birthday
and partly in anticipation of what they perceived to be their ultimate demise from hypothermia.
By the time we got back to the US it was the last week in February. We had  athered a lot of information
and we had our work cut out for us. We had to analyze what we had and pull it together into an or anized, coherent
description of system requirements. In mid April we were scheduled to present the requirements to a review group
in Bonn.
The technical activities on the project were not going well. Although the staff worked as a team, it was
inexperienced and having a very difficult time using the methodology that I had selected to do the analysis. Bob was
havin  a tough time. He couldn’t meet the schedules that he set and his team was not gettin  appropriate technical
results. I was spending most of my time in review sessions with the staff trying to help them  et it ri ht. I decided
that I needed help. Judy Reach was the only manager I knew who had really used the technical methodology that
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we were struggling with, so on one of those fairly regular occasions when we got together for a drink at Mel Krupin s,
I asked her to take a look at the team s technical work and give me some advice about what to do get things on track.
She took time out of her very hectic schedule to do a review. Other than to confirm the fact that what we were doing
was not easy, however, she was unable to come up with any useful recommendations. The teams continued to slug
it out and I continued the review sessions.
For a while after the last week in March, when I got the news that I would not make partner, I  alked around
like a zombie. I had to force myself to get back to work. The project team was preparing the user reqmrements
document for presentation to the State Department review group. We had a week or so to get everything together and
get to Bonn for a week of review sessions. The State Department was brin ing foreign service staff in from Africa and
other parts of Europe. They expected to see a substantive, useful, helpful product untarnished by my personal
problems.
Before we made the travel plans for Bonn, I had to deal with some project staffing problems. Poor Bob Lam
was not working out. Harry and his team had to do their own work and then bail out Bob’s team in spare time or
overtime. I could not determine whether the performance problems of Bob’s staff were due to bad direction from Bob,
the difficulty of the technical methodology we were using, or simple inability to perform. Bob had to go   we could
analyze the performance problems with his team later.
As a manager, Bob had what was known as an employment contract with the firm. In concept, the only real
benefit of the contract was that Bob had to be given two months severance pay or two months notice before
termination. Employment contracts for managers were renewed on July 1, the first day of the firm’s fiscal year.
March was the time when decisions about promotions and terminations were made. I met with Tom Beyer and told
him that based on my historical experience and my current formal evaluation of Bob’s performance, he had to be taken
off my project and we should probably help him find a new job. Tom called Ben  arder into his office and told Ben
to tell Bob immediately that his contract would not be renewed.
That left a replacement for Bob as an open issue. I needed another manager   fast. Tom told me about a
woman named Sandy Kinsey. She was not a technical person but she was supposed to be a first rate organizer and
mana er and she was reputed to be smart. Tom described her as an empty beer can (empty of technical substance)
that merely needed to be filled. I knew I had management problems on Bob’s team and technical problems on the
project as a whole. I opted to solve the management problems first   Sandy Kinsey replaced Bob Lam within days.
The transition was not smooth. Bob was gone one day and Sandy was working on the project the following Monday.
e had to get our act together for Bonn. Whatever bothered me was set aside as the whole team went into
product preparation mode. Sandy did not have the foggiest notion of the details of the material that we were putting
together, but she could put together an effective presentation on anything. I didn’t let her contribute substantively
to the efforts in Bonn   I was afraid of a screw up. But we all used presentation materials that she had either
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prepared or orchestrate . Furthermore, she kept b mhlers out of the project team s hair by exercising her considerable
diplomatic skills and divertin  them elsewhere whenever they mi ht have gotten in the way. The bumblers got the
tour of the brid e at Remagen or obscure restaurants on the other side of town while the rest of the team focused on
the requirements review.
We returned to  ashington. To address my continuing technical concerns, I decided to escalate the level
of technical review on the project. Because Judy Reach hadn’t been able to help, I decided to try to seek help from
the partner for whom she worked, Ben Warder. Ben had injured his leg so Harry and Sandy and I pulled together
all the papers and met with Ben at his house in Virginia.
It was with a great sense of relief that the project team went to Paris in mid September22 for a week long
desi n review. The team knew that it was going to be both hard work and a lot of fun. We had one week to explain,
review, and fi ure out what was wrong with, fifteen volumes of design documents that the team had put together. The
State Department brought people to Paris from other European posts and from Africa to review the material. This was
no time to blow it. Sandy Kinsey had prepared a spectacular set of multi-colored flip charts. Each member of the
project team knew exactly what to do. Although the hotel that the embassy put us in looked like it should have started
major renovations in 1950, the weather was wonderful, we were prepared for the work ahead, and we were up.
The slight chill of Paris was a refreshin  chan e from the physical and emotional heat in Washington when
the project team arrived in mid September23 for a week long design review. The team knew that it was goin  to be
both hard work and a lot of fun. We had one week to explain, review, and figure out what was wrong with, sixteen
volumes of design documents that the team had put together. The State Department brought people to Paris from other
European posts and from Africa to review the material. This was no time to blow it. Sandy Kinsey had prepared a
spectacular set of multi-colored flip charts. Each member of the project team knew exactly what to do. Although the
hotel that the embassy put us in looked like it should have started major renovations in 1950, the weather was
wonderful, we were prepared for the work ahead, and we were up.
On the technical front, the work went well; on the social front we encountered problems starting on Day 1.
A group of us, including Bert Moore, the Counselor for Administration from the US embassy in Lagos, met at breakfast
on the first morning. Most of us had wet hair and looked peculiar, if not disheveled and unkempt. No one could get
the hair dryers to work. This was quite a source of frustration to the project team because we all considered ourselves
to be competent international travelers and had come prepared with hair dryers that were either made for European
current or were AC/DC convertible.
That evening when we met for a drink after the day’s work, Bert Moore, looking quite well groomed, asked
with a wry grin "Do you want to know what the hair dryer problem is?" We laughed heartily when he explained that
the hotel in which we were staying used 110 AC current. For that reason all the hair dryers that used conventional
European current wouldn’t work. The convertibles worked fine when set up for the US.
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Later in the week, one of the members of the French national staff at the embassy invited us to go to the
display of li hts at Les Invalides. Because the light show at Les Invalides did not start until late at night, she
graciously offered to give us a Parisian s (as opposed to a tourist’s) tour of Paris in the evening.
Sandy and I decided that conventional business attire, including high heeled shoes, was appropriate.  e met
the rest of the project team and most of the out of town staff from the State Department and were escorted to dinner
and the light show. Dinner was lovely, as was the light show, although the trek across a hundred yards of
cobblestones getting into and out of Les Invalides was a strain on my feet. I was hoping that the evening w s over
when our French guide decided to show us a number of cave-like pubs where musicians san  in a number of
languages and played a number of different instruments. Most of the project team used the late hour as an excuse
and took a cab back to the Hotel.
Althou h there is a stereotypical view that the French are hostile, I enjoyed the company of every French
person I ever spent any time with. Still, Sandy and I did not want to test the hypothesis by appearing to be rude if
we refused our French hostess’s hospitable offer, so we accompanied what was left of the  roup. I was pretty tired
by the time that we got to the "caves", as the pubs were called. They were located under the streets and buildings
of Paris, sometimes in areas that had been dungeons or way stations into the sewers hundreds of years ago. The
typical access to a cave was through a stairwell so narrow and with stone steps so uneven that the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration in this country would have ordered that the facilities be closed.
By the time we left the caves to go back to the hotel, I was exhausted and my feet were killing me. Although
Sandy uttered not a word, she was no better off than I was. And things  ot worse, not better. The subway was not
running and we put our French national escort into the only cab that we saw as we walked the mile or so back to the
hotel. Bright and early that same morning Sandy and I were back on our feet runnin  the design reviews. Harry
handled the afternoon session.
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March 20, 1984: Suit
"Why file two law suits, won t one do?" I asked in February of 1984 when Doug advised me to file two
lawsuits, the first in the DC Superior Court and the second in the US District Court for the District of Columbia. Only
when he answered that question, did I finally understand the jurisdiction question that had so entangled the EEOC.
Title VII of The Civil Rights Act of 1964 did not explicitly state that admission to a partnership was covered
by that law. It seemed clear that the law applied to any member of a protected group who was bein  hired or
promoted from one level to another. From the point of view of at least one partnership. Kin  & Spaulding, admission
to the partnership was an invitation, not a promotion. It was possible that the partners’ ri hts to freedom of
association, granted under the Bill of Rights24 mi ht be limited if Title VII applied to invitations to a partnership.
Since 1978, King & Spaulding, a law firm, had been successful in persuading the federal courts that
Elizabeth A. Hishon could not sue them under Title VII. The question of whether or not an individual could sue a
partnership under Title VII was before the Supreme Court in the case of Hishon v. King and Spaulding. That case
was ar ued on Halloween of 1983. Until that matter was resolved, any attempt I made to invoke Title VII in any
federal forum would be met by protestations from Price Waterhouse’s attorneys that Title VII did not apply.
The statute of limitations for I filed the first lawsuit in which I alleged violation of the DC Human Rights Act
and the second in which I alleged violation of Title VII.
May 22, 1984: Elizabeth A. Hishon
The Supreme Court ruled for the first time that decisions concerning advancement to partnership are governed
by Title VII, 42 U.S.C. & 2000e, and must therefore be made without regard to race, sex, religion, or national
origin.25 Doug seemed pleased26. This decision in Hishon v. King & Spaulding meant that the federal court
system had jurisdiction over the case. We could file suit in the Federal Court for the District of Columbia without
worrying about legal squabbles over whether or not the federal courts had jurisdiction.
In all the newspaper articles that I had read about Hishon v. King & Spaulding, she had been the "Atlanta
lawyer" and King & Spaulding had been the "Atlanta law firm". It did not take a rocket scientist to dial information
in Atlanta to find her phone number. After a few referrals from polite people at former phone numbers I found myself
listening to an exuberant voice with a dramatic southern accent. I offered my congratulations, told her that I was next
in the legal line behind her, and thanked her for her efforts on my behalf. We said our good byes. She went on to
negotiations with the Atlanta law firm. Hopkins v. Price Waterhouse was about to be born in the federal courts.
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January?, ?? 1985: James A. Heller
March 1985: Trial
In 1985, Ju ge Gesell had found Price Waterhouse guilty of discrimination based on gender when the firm
failed to admit me to the partnership in the summer of 1983. He was not clearly and convincingl  persuaded that
the firm s other reasons would have resulted in the same partnership decision. The Judge indicated, in 1990, that
he was not preponderantly persuaded either. He reaffirmed his previous finding of discrimination.
A seven and a half year legal battle that began in August of 1983 when I filed a discrimination claim with
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, ended when the courts ordered that Price  aterhouse admit me to
the partnership. I had become a legal landmark and the first court ordered partner when I rejoined the firm on
February 18, 1991.
May 1, 1989: Supreme Court Opinion
My only acquaintance  ith evidentiary standards was gained from reading murder mysteries and watching
Perr  Mason on TV with my grandmother when I was a kid. As I recall it, the prosecutor alwa s had to prove beyond
reasonable doubt that the defendant did it. As an evidentiary standard, I thought I understood what "beyond
reasonable doubt" meant. Clear and convincing was harder for me to understand. Preponderance was a word I had
to look up in a dictionary. The difference between clear and convincing evidence and a preponderance of the
evidence escaped me completely. I had asked my own attorneys and each of the dozen or so other attorneys I knew
to explain. The question reduced what I generally considered to he intelligent, articulate practitioners of the le al
profession to babblers. To this day I do not know the difference between the two evidentiary standards.
I had a headache on May Day 1989 when the US Supreme Court announced its jud ment in Price Waterhouse
v. Hopkins, the first case ever, involving discrimination in partnership decisions. The day before, a couple of friends
and I had gathered around 11:00 in the morning at the Old Angler’s Inn for brunch to celebrate Carol Supplee’s
birthday. The waiter, who was unaccustomed to people ordering beer at brunch, told us that the beer was warm.
Undaunted, we asked him to bring out the wine coolers to chill the Becks. When we put the party together we had
specified brunch, not a specific time, so by the time that all the people who were coming got there and ate, it was 4:00
in the afternoon. The celebration continued at a leisurely pace with margueritas and a Mexican dinner at L’Oreal
Plaza in Adams Morgan and ended at my house with coffee and cognac at 2:00 the next mornin .
At 9:00 am, I was tired when I got to my office at the World Bank, as the Inte  ational Bank for
Reconstruction and Development is more commonly known. By the time I returned from my first scheduled meeting
of the day, I had missed the first pot of coffee which was usually made by George West, the division chief, at 8:30
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or so. When I retur ed from  umping the old coffee  rinds, washing the pot, getting fresh water and waiting for the
new coffee to brew, I found among the messages on my desk one that told me Jim Heller had called. I had a knee
jerk reaction to telephone messages from either of my attorneys: drop everything and return the call.
The clerk of the Supreme Court had called, Jim said. The opinion had come down. Someone from Jim s firm,
Kator, Scott and Heller, was on the way to the Supreme Court to pick up a copy. He had no clue what the opinion
said. My next call was to Ruth Hopper, my next door nei hbor. I told her what little I knew and asked if I could
come by for a cup of tea when I had the opinion in hand. I wanted to escape the press corps until I could calm down
and I would appreciate her reading the opinion and tellin  me what it meant.
My stomach was flipping.  ho needs this, I said to myself. I left the coffee on the desk, walked out of  y
office and waited while my secretary, who had not been with me long enough to know what was going on, finished
taking a message for one of the other people she worked for. I told her that I had to go see my attorneys about
unspecified legal matters. If she got any phone calls from people outside the Bank, I asked her to tell them that I
was out and she did not know how to reach me. If Bank staff called, she was to take a message and I would call
back.
It was rainin . I never carried an umbrella or a raincoat. I took a seemingly endless cab ride ten blocks
across town where I jumped out of the cab and raced into Jim s building. Walking throu h the dry lobby gave me
a chance to shake off the wetness and regain some composure. I felt like I had most of my act to ether when I
walked into the Kator, Scott, and Heller offices. Jim, I was told, was in the Xerox room. Sure enough, when I walked
into the Xerox room, there he was, reading disjointed bits and snatches of the Supreme Court opinion as the copies
ran off of what had to be one of the slower copying machines I had ever seen.
Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, was a case brought before the Supreme Court by Price Waterhouse after a less
than successful defense in Hopkins v. Price Waterhouse, a case in which I originally sued Price Waterhouse, alleging
sex discrimination, in 1984. My case was first tried by Jud e Gerhard A. GeselH  in the US District Court for the
District of Columbia and later reviewed by the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. In the Supreme
Court case, Price Waterhouse had asked that Court to review the record of what happened in the appellate court and
to find that the lower court had made an error.
I tried to help Jim with the xeroxing and only succeeded in interfering with whatever organizational concept
he had in mind. He told me that he had been too busy copying the opinion to read it but that it was going to take
some time to figure out what the Supreme Court had said. What I thought was "the" opinion was actually four
opinions. The judgment of the Court was written by Justice Brennan. Justices Marshall, Blackmun and Stevens joined
in that opinion. A second opinion was written by Justice White who concurred with the judgment of the Court. A
third opinion was written by Justice O’Connor who also concurred with the judgment of the Court. A fourth opinion,
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dissenting with the jud ment of the Court, was written by Justice Kennedy and joined by Chief Justice Rehnqmst and
Justice Scalia.
All I knew was that the vote was 6 to 3 when I took a copy and left Jim to pore over the sixty or seventy pages
of opinions. There were clearly three justices who were of the opinion that Price  aterhouse had not discriminated.
The problem was that I did not know what the various opinions of other six were or,  ore importantly, what the
opinions meant to me.
I took a cab back to the Bank parking lot to pick up my car. With a rather crumby copy of the opinions of
the Supreme Court of the United States on the car seat next to me I headed for home. Half way home on the Rock
Creek Parkway, the local all news radio station announced that Ann B. Hopkins had won a major victory over Price
Waterhouse. On one hand I felt better. On the other, I was skeptical and wondered how the local news station had
figured out the answer before my attorneys had. The local news station must have had better xeroxing facilities.
When I got back to the house I found Sonia in the kitchen and asked her to tell anyone she did not know
that I was out, indefinitely. She should take messages. I was going next door for a calming cup of tea before the
impending press storm. If Jim or Doug called, she should give them the neighbor s number. A smiling Sonia
continued wiping the kitchen counter.
Mrs. Hopper was in the bedroom, Vicki told me when she let me in the front door. I hiked the stairs to the
third floor where I found Ruth sitting on the sofa, reading. She greeted me warmly and then more or less ignored me
as she focussed her attention on the rain bespeckled xerox of the opinions. Ruth, who had retired from the Senior
Executive Service a few years earlier, was almost finished with a law degree at Geor etown University. She had been
reading and interpreting legal documents for me for years.
As I waited for her to wade through the le alese, I fidgeted or stared vacantly out the window at the
Washington zoo grounds across the street. She read with concentration interrupted only occasionally by a raised
eyebrow, a snicker or a grin. When she finished, she explained that overall I was fine. I had won on one legal issue
and lost on another.
On the personally critical issue of burden shifting, I won. Price Waterhouse maintained that the courts should
not have shifted the burden to them to prove that interpersonal skills problems, all by themselves, were the basis for
the denial of partnership. They maintained that it should have been my burden to prove that discrimination, not
interpersonal skills was the real reason for the denial. In short, the burden of proof should have never shifted from
me to them to prove anything. It was essential that I win this point, had I lost the litigation would most likely have
been over and I would have lost the case, not just the le al point.
On the issue of evidentiary standard, I lost. Price Waterhouse had maintained that even if the burden to
prove something did shift to them, they had been held to too tough a standard of proof. Judge Gesell had required
that the firm prove its case by clear and convincing evidence. The appellate court had agreed with Judge Gesell.
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The Supreme Court disagreed with both lower courts: the firm should have been required to prove its point with only
a preponderance of the evidence. Of all the possible le al errors that Price Waterhouse sug ested to the Supreme
Court, the evidentiary standard error was the one that my attorneys had told me to expect and also the one that was
least likely to effect me adversely.
Ruth s summary told me what I needed to know without going into an analysis of the broader le al
implications of the decision. Many months later Jim explained some of the fine points. One point related to the
circumstances under which an employer was liable for attorneys’ fees or damages in a discrimination case. The Court
held that if an employer carried its burden of proof by the appropriate evidentiary standard, then the employer could
not be held liable for either28. That meant, as an extreme example, that if a person sued a company for
discrimination in hirin  because several managers of the company repeatedly said " e don’t hire ..." (fill in the blank
with any protected group), then the company would not have to pay the person’s attorneys’ fees if the company proved
that another legitimate reason (the person could not read) would have prevented the person from being hired. In the
final analysis, I was not effected by that aspect of the Supreme Court’s decision. The Congress, however, was
sufficiently concerned that it overturned the decision in the Civil Rights Act of 1992.
It almost a year before I learned that technically, Price Waterhouse won the Supreme Court case. Because
of the evidentiary standard error, the Court reversed the judgment made by the Court of Appeals against Price
Waterhouse and sent the case back to the appellate Court to get the error fixed. That error cost me $3,261.4529,
which I had to pay for costs incurred by Price Waterhouse to print materials30 submitted to the Supreme Court. It
could have been worse.
"Hi Mom" echoed down the stairs as I hurried back into the house. The children were in the kitchen with
Sonia. "Hi Guys. The Supreme Court opinion is out," I hollered in return. "Great! What happened?" they said,
peering down at me from over the stair rail on the second floor. "I’m not sure, hut the radio says I won." I reviewed
the garbled phone messages.
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hat was the number of hours?
On page 21 of Lew s deposition there is a quote from his lon  form "Ann Hopkins is a fine
person with a high sense of integrity." On page 27, Lew said "Based on the events that I
was aware of, I had no basis for questioning Ann’s integrity."
Check the middle name and spelling.
Check the partner picture book to make sure of the date.
/JL.
Where was Tom A Green from?
REMS/Chronology 1985: Page 13 - 3.
REMS/Chronology 1985: Page 13 - 5.
Check the quote. I think it’s from the long form, not the PA.
Check the numbers against Fridley’s short form.
Get in Nick Homer’s remark. Be more explicit on Coffey.
Did he change his vote in the letter?
Fridley’s short form comments say $3.1 million. What was the number?
Trial transcript, volume 1, page 105.
Check the number.
Get a copy of the Par 766 reviews from Doug.
Check name and spelling.
REMS/Chronology 1985: Page 17-3. When did Price Waterhouse find out that I intended
to file a claim?
What was the date on the letter of resignation?
Pick up and carry on.
Was it dated January 24, 1984?
What were the reasons? Check with Feldman.
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AMEX 1983: Receipt from Hotels Lutetia and Gavami indicates that the trip took place
during September 10 - 19, 1983.
AMEX 1983: Receipt from Hotels Lutetia and Gavami indicates that the trip took place
during September 10 - 19, 1983.
Was it the Bill of Rights, the Third Amendment? Take a history course.
August 4, 1987: Court of Appeals Opinion, page 2.
Check spelling.
Check initial and spelling.
This judgment of the Court was changed by the Civil Rights Act of 1992.
Check with Jim Heller or Dou  Huron on the exact amount.
Check to see if printin  is what I was payin  for.
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